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Overview

The Support Portal allows registered customers the ability to resolve many simple topics
without creating a support ticket. Customers can use keywords to search the vast
knowledgebase for articles relating to the topic they are experiencing. For the topics that
cannot be resolved using an article search and require a support ticket, a case can be created
from this site as well.
The Support Portal provides our customers the capability to:






Research Topics
Ask Questions
Open Cases
Get Answers
Provide Feedback

This document will provide instructions that will guide you through the registration process, site layout,
Article research and case processing. Please feel free to use the embedded links to jump to relevant topics
throughout this document.
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Registration
Navigate to: www.hsmsupportportal.com (Fig 1)

Enter your email address and password if you have
already registered for the site

(Fig 1)
For new registrations, fill in all of the information requested and click Submit. Your email
address will be your Username. (Fig 2)

Throughout the form,
a field with an asterisk
indicates required
information

(Fig 2)
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You will receive an email with their temporary login information



Once logged in you will be prompted to change the password.

If you have forgotten your password, click on “Forgot Password” link (Fig 3).

** Your email address is your Username

(Fig 3)
Enter your email address, and click Submit. You will receive an email with a password reset
link.
Once logged in you will be prompted to change the password.

[Home]
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Site Layout
This is the home screen (Fig 4). From here you can see your manage your profile, search
articles, request a callback, provide feedback and open cases.

(Fig 4)







If you have any current open cases they will be listed in the body of the page in the
section “My Open Cases”.
They “My Profile” section will allow you to see your information as well as allow you
to change your password.
“Find Articles” Allows you to search for articles using your keywords.
”I need help” Allows you to create a case. The sections with a red bar are required
to submit a case.
“Request Call Back” Allows you to leave a message for a call back from Technical
Support. The fields with a red bar are required to submit the request.
"Provide Feedback" Allows you to give your feedback regarding the site.
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The tabs across the top allows direct access to the information shown on each tab.
1.

The Cases tab (fig 5) allows the creation of new cases, review of currently open cases and
review of closed cases.

(fig 5)

2.

The Articles tab allows articles to be searched (fig 6).

(fig 6)
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3.

The Forum tab (fig 7) provides an area that users can share knowledge on, or about the use of, their
Honeywell products.

(fig 7)
4.

The Software Developer Resources tab (fig 8) contains tool kits and other resources for
users that are developing their own applications to use on out products.

(fig 8)
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Our Newsletters are located in the Technical Newsletters (fig 9) tab.

(fig 9)

5.

The Contact Us tab (fig 8) provides contact information (in various languages) for regions
around the globe.

(fig 8)
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Working with Cases
The Cases section (fig 10) allows for the creation of new cases, the review of currently open
cases and the review of closed cases.

(fig 10)




You can review current open and closed cases and review the latest updates.
You can add additional information regarding the case.
You can search for articles regarding this case question using your keywords.

To create a case click on the [Create a New Case] link. When the new case window opens (fig 11) be
sure to complete all of the required fields (Identified with a red bar).

(fig 11)
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As you create a new case be sure to the following fields; Product Category, Hardware, Subject,
and Description of the topic. In the description section be list all of the relevant product
settings. Describe what is happening and what you expect to happen. Below is a list of helpful
information that can be used to help your technical support representative find a solution
faster.
WHAT is the problem?
 Which product(s) is/are having the problem?
 What error messages (if any) are returned?
 What troubleshooting steps have already been performed prior to opening the case?
WHERE does the problem occur?
 What is the production environment or test environment?
 On which sites, servers does the problem occur?
 Where does the problem not occur?
WHEN does the problem occur?
 When did the problem first occur?
 Were changes made prior to the problem occurring? If so, what (e.g. installation of
custom applications, firmware updates, network changes, etc.)?
 How frequent is the problem (constant, hourly, daily, and weekly, etc.)?
WHAT is the extent of the problem?
 Is a workaround available?
 What is the business impact of the problem?
To review a current case click on the case number located under the [My Open Cases] section. The case
opens and you can review all of the details of the case and even add additional information.
If you have any resolved cases they are available for you to review in the event of a similar topic. Simply
click on a case number listed in the [My Closed Cases] section.

[ Home ]
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Accessing Knowledge Articles
The Articles section allows articles to be searched (fig 12). *Notice that the last 30 articles to be
modified are showing.
a. There is a search function that allows searching based on your key words.
b. Filters allow for narrowing down the initial search based off Software, Topic, and
Hardware categories.

(Fig 12)
There are multiple search tips and tricks for increasing the chances of finding the information and or Topic
researched.
It is recommended to begin searching with just one, or only a few keywords to avoid excluding relevant
articles from the search results.
To help narrow down the number of Articles found it is recommended to use the filters and select the
applicable category.
Here are some tips for getting the best search results.


It is strongly recommended to use double quotes for keywords, especially when searching for
(product) numbers or for a combination of words, e.g. “7600”, “remote Mastermind”. As using
double quotes will around a keyword or phrase snippet will be treated as exact-match.
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Use conditional words like AND, OR, AND NOT to refine your search. These can be used in lowercase as well.
Use wildcards such as ‘?’ and ‘*’ in your search. Wildcards are strongly recommended when
verbs or other words can be spelled in different ways or when a search word may be part of
another term. Note! Only 1 wildcard option can be used in succession of a search-word.
o ‘*’: Asterisks match one or more characters at the middle or end (not the beginning) of
your search term. For example, a search for data* finds items that start with variations
on the term data, such as, data-match or datasheet. A search for d* format finds items
with data format or display format.
o ‘?’: Question marks match only one character in the middle or end (not the beginning)
of your search term. For example, a search for f?x finds items with the term fix or fax
but not flux.
The Keyword search is not case sensitive.
The Keyword search will also return articles based on a synonyms list. For example, if one does a
search using “Metroset” and “9540”, the system will return also articles that have inside the title
“Metroset2”, “MetroSet2” and even “MetroSet 2”.
Avoid using non-descriptive filler keywords like "how", "the", "what", etc.

Forum
The Forum is a great place to collaborate with other users with similar experiences. Users can share
ideas and tricks to resolve a situation that is being experienced.







Click on the “What would you like to know” section and enter a question.
Click on the search icon and review the suggested articles.
If the articles do not answer your question, there will be an opportunity to “Post Your
Question”.
A window will open and allow you to post detailed information regarding your question.
Pick a topic from the drop down list.
And Click on “Post to Community”.

Interested users can look through “Unanswered Questions” and answer a question if they see a question
they know the answer to.
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Click on “Solves Questions” and select “Unanswered Questions” or “Unsolved Questions”
to browse for a topic you are familiar with.



Click on the question to review the details.



Click on “Answer” to enter a possible solution.



Click on “Answer” to post your comment.



Click on “Like” to like an entry.



If you want to follow a subject then click on the “Follow” link.

Once your question is posted you will begin to receive emails when answers are submitted.

[ Home ]
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Software Developer Resources
Software Developers can review the information for tools and examples for programs that are being
developed to work with Honeywell products.

Technical Newsletters
The Current and past Technical Newsletters can be downloaded and reviewed in this section. Simply
click on the Newsletter title you would like to review.

[ Home ]
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Providing Feedback
To leave us a message regard this site simply click on the [Provide Feedback] link and the feedback page
(Fig 14) opens.

(Fig 14)
Click on the feedback category dropdown menu and choose from: Service and Repair RMA, Product
improvement Suggestions, Technical Support, Billing, Sales, Order and Delivery or Website.
Fill in the Subject Field, Description Phone number or Email and then choose the Method of Contact.
Click on Submit and your comments will be delivered to the proper team.

[ Home ]
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Contact Us
The Contact Us tab provides contact information (Fig 15) page (in various languages) for
regions around the globe.
You can select the region that you want to contact us from and you will be shown a listing of
the various phone numbers for that region.

(Fig 15)

[ Home ]
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FAQs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What capabilities are available for registered customers on the Support Portal?
Answer
How do I register on the Support Portal?
Answer
How do I open a case and review my cases on the Support Portal?
Answer
How do I search for Articles in the Support Portal?
Answer
Where can I find contact information for my region?
Answer
How can I submit a new contribution?
Answer
How can I submit feedback?
Answer

[ Home ]
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